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Abstract
In many data st.reaming applications. streams
may cont ain data tuples that are either redundant. repetitive, or that are not "interesting" to any of the standing continuous queries.
Processing such tuples may waste s~'stem resources \\'ithout producing useful answers. To
the contrary, some other tuples can be categorized as promi8ing. This paper proposes that
stream query engines can have the option to
execute on promising tuples only and not on
all tuples. 'Ve propose to maintain intermediate stream summaries and indices that can
direct the stream query engine to detect and
operate on promising tuples. As an illustration. the proposed intermediate stream summaries are tuned towards capturing promising
tuples that (1) maximize the number of output tuples. (2) contribute to producing a faithful representative sample of the output tuples
(compared to the output produced when assuming infinite resources), or (3) produce the
outlier or deviant results. Experiments are
conducted in the context of Nile [24]. a prototype stream query processing engine developed at Purdue Unil l ersity.

1

Introduction

Recently. many applications, e.g., monitoring network
traffic, sensor net\york applications and retail store
online transaction processing, have moved from the
traditional database para.digm to a more challenging
paradigm in which data evolves infinitely and unpredicta hly over time to form streams of data. Although
traditional DBl\ISs have reached some level of maturity in processing various types of queries over their
persistent d,lta layer, data stream systems are still
evolving to cope with the challenging nature of the'

streaming environmen1. Scalability in terms of the
numher of streams. stream rates. and number of standing continuous queries that the system can handle is
still a major clwllenge for data stream systems. In
this paper, we propose a framework for stream query
processing engines that achieYes scalabilit:-, via the notion of promi8ing tuple". Pmmi8ing tu.ple8 limit the
attention of the query processor to a smaller su bset of
the input tuples that preserve the output features with
respect to a specific query preference.

1.1

Motivation

By observing the distribution of tuples in the answer
of various queries. \ye nutice that tnples contribute
with different frequencies to the output. The behavior of the output is nsualh- dominated and shaped by
a smaller subset of the t llples. Focusing on these tuples, the promlsing tuph". lltilizes the a\'ailable time
budget effectiYel~' ,md produces output with desirable
features.
Consider a join oper<ll ion between the two streams
in Figure 1 over the depicted time-window. Assume
that. clue to scarcity of resources. we are limited to
processing only three tllples from Stream 1. \Vhat
would he a smart cllOicl' of those three tuples? \Ve
need to assume a specific query preference before we
decide which tuples to choose. For example. consider
the following cases; (1) If we take all the three tuples
to be the "5" 's, we maximize the number of output
tuples (a total of 6 outpll1 tuples). (2) If we take two
tuples to be "5" and one tllple to be "g" , we get a total
output of 5 tuples. HO\Yl'ver. in the lalter case, the
output looks llJore represl'ntat iYe to the exact output
of the join operation. i.e .. comes close to a random
sample oYer the exact 011 t put. (3) H we take the value
"3" that rarely appears in the s1reams as one of the
tuples. the output sound~ good to some applications
that keep track of irregu]"r behavior to detect outliers.
To m,lp the ahove example to real life. imagine that
the two s1 reams are coming from tIll' online transactions of two retail ston's, "'here 1he tuple Y<llues rep-
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resent identifiers of the sold items. l'vlaximizing the
number of output tuples gives as much points of similarity as possible between the two stores. A faithful
representative output avoids excessive duplication of
high frequency elements and produces an output that
spans the exact output set to give a near-random sample of the output. Low-frequency tuples may express
outliers among the two stores, e.g., selling a very rare
or a very expensive item in the two stores over a short
period of time.
Contributions

The main contributions of this paper can he summarized as follows:
1. We propose the notion of promising tuples to utilize the available budget of CPU time effectively
in processing tuples that contribute heavily to the
output.
2. \Ve propose an intermediate stream representation that is capable of indexing the stream's
promising tuples.
3. \Ve tune various stream operations to adopt the
notion of promising tuples.
<1. \\le conduct an experimental study to evaluate the
effectiveness of promising tuples inside the Nile
stream query processing engine [24].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept of promising tuples. Section 3 presents the proposed intermediate stream representation. Section 4 explains how various types of
operations are performed on top of the intermediate
stream representation. An experimental study that is
based on a real implementation of the promising tuple
approach inside Nile is given in Section 5. Section 6
overviews related work. Finally, the paper is concluded
in Section 7.

2

Promising Tuples

In this section, we introduce the concept of promising
tuples and we present a framework for query processing
using the notion of promising tuples. Promrsing tuples
can be defined as follo\\":;:
Definition 1 Let Q be a query over str'eam X ={x],
:1:2, X3, ... } and let O={o], 02, 03, ... } be the answer
1.0 the query Q (z.e" Q(X) = 0). Let. P'I be a prefer'ence jim.ction of query Q that is defined over its answer'
o such that Pq(O) = Op where OJ! C O. A promising
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Figure 1: A two stream example
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The definition above indicates that a query Q may
haw a preference function that is defined over its exact
answer 0 to yield a preferred answer set OJ!' A promising tuple is the tuple that contributes to producing an
output tuple that is part of the query preferred answer
set. A promising region is a region in the stream that
COIl1 ains plenty of promising tuples. These promising
regions are the regions that are worth processing. \Ve
aim at im'esting the system's resources in processing
promising regions to satisfy the query preferences.
Figure 2 illustrates the promising-tuple approach.
In the promising tuple approach, we maintain an intermediate stream representation for the largest portion of the stream that is of interest to any query.
Once a new tuple arrives. it is inserted in the intermediate representation where summaries are built on
top of the stream tuples to capture the behavior of
the stream. Sets of promising tuples are extracted
from the sl ream summaries based on the preferences
of 51 anding queries. An entry in the promising tuple
sel is on t he form
(prorlJ1sing tuple. promising region. priority)

Each promising tuple points to the stream regions
where it can he found \vith a specific priority to indical p ho\v much a region is rich in this promising tuple.
The frame\vork of query processing using the notion
of promising tuples is a three-step process and can be
sUlllmarized as follo\vs:
1. Identi(\· and extract from summaries the query's
promising regions.
2. Prioritize the query's promising regions
;3. Execute query on promising regions in the order
of their priorities.
N01 ice th,11 the promising tuple approach results in an
out-of-order query ,lnswer because stream regions are
processed hHsed on their promise regardless of their
arri\'al order.
The sl remn in1l']"]nediate summaries are capable of
indexing a stream's promising regions and me huilt in

CREATE SUJ\IJ\IARY summO!'y-nome ON sl7-eom (OUT)
WlTII GRANULARITY T] AND COLLAPSE(mte.
depth)

(a)
SELECT 0111']. ott!·] ..
FROJ\I stream 1. stream2, ...
WHERE conditions
WlTH PREFERENCE [oscldescl1L'eighted] Pq
FADE FACTOR (J
"-INDOW U'
(b)
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response to a ereate-sv,mmar'Y statement as shO\\"n in
Figure 2i.1. The cTeal.e-sv,mmaTy statement instructs
the summary manager to divide the stremn into time
granuhlrities and to summarize each granularity. Highresolution summaries are huilt over the most recent
grmmlarity that is of length T l time units. The collapse clause specifies two parameters: the mt.e and the
dept.h. The quality of the summaries decrei.1ses or collapses HS \YE' go to older granubrity according to the
mt.e parameter. The depth parameter avoids the indefinite growth of the summaries and specifies how far
the summaries are maintained over the past.
Sets of promising tuple are extracted from summaries in response to an SQL continuous query over
i.1 sliding window of size n' with a pTefeTence clause i.1S
shO'\"l1 in Figure 2b. The pTefeTence clause specifies
how sets of promising tuples are extracted and prioritized from the stream summaries. The priority of i.1
promising tuple reduces or fades with a factor of Q
as we move in the past. Notice that the stream summaries are stream-dependent structures and are constructed regardless of the standing queries while the
promising tuple sets are query dependent and are constructed based on a query preference (Pq ).
Promising tuples focus on the CPU processing cycles ,1S a primary resource. The interarrival time between two consecutive tuples is our processing budget
where useful computations can ti.1ke place. To quantify how many output tuples can be generated during
one interarrival time period, we introduce the following measure of performi.1nce:
_
oj]! -

T -

tins

tllil

Stream Intermediate Representation

Given the cr'eate-Sv,mmaTY statement of Figure 2a. it
is required to build an intermediate stream representation that indexes the incoming stream tuples. The
intermediate stream representation keeps track of incoming tuples plus some summaries to direct stream
operations to their promising regions. "Fe propose an
intermediate stream representation that has the following two properties:

Figure 3: Extended SQL statements

N

(ti1ls) to reduce the output tuple hit time (tllid. Smart
guidance to the stream promising regions reduces effectively the output hit time, which in turn increi.1ses
the number of generated output tuples (N oj ]!)'

(1 )

where N oj ]! is the numher of output tuples per input
tuple, T is the average interarrival time between t\VO
consecutiw tuples, ti1ls is the time required to insert
the incoming tuple into the intermediate strei.1m representation. and tll il is the average time required by the
intermediate representation to guide the search to one
output tuple. Bi.1sically, we invest a little portion of
the budget interarrival time (T) in data summarization

1. The support of multiple time granubrities, G 1 ,

G2 ,

.... ,

G m (Figure 4a) such that:

(a) The number of granularities m corresponds
to the depth of the collapse clause in the
cTeate-summaTY statement (i.e., m = depth).
(b) Granularities span regions in the stream's
timeline with sizes that are multiples of each
other (i.e., IGi+11 = rate x IGil, jGll = T 1),
where Tate and T 1 are specified in the crealesummaTy statement.
2. The capability to index each time granularity using a multi-resolution index structure as illustrated in Figure 4b (Section 3.4).
l\lultiple time granularities are desirable to make up
for the bounded memory requirements. Notice that
the summary size is fixed in each granularity despite
the increase ill the size of the region that is covered
hy that granularity. As di.1ta gets older. it moves from
one granularity to the next and a coarser snmmarization is applied to the data due to the increase in the
granularity size. This behavior results in a gwdual
degradation in the resolution of summaries as we go
farther in the past. The collapse clause in the crwlesummary statement specifies the rate nt which summaries collapse and how deep summaries can go in the
past. Summaries in each granularit~' are indexed llSing a multi-resolution index structure in order to <lila\\"
coarser resolutions to guide the search down the hil'rarchy to finer resolutions.

3.1

Two-dimensional Representation of Data
Streams

Each granularity in the strenm is divided into smaller
partitions in order to build more Rccurate sumll1<uies
over these partitions. There me two ways to pRrtitian
a stream:
1. Partition the. stream grmmlmity into va.lue-basl:d

buckets by hashing on the \'Rlues of incoming
pIes.
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Summary Information

In each granularity cell. \\'e maintain summaries to
capture the hehavior of the stream t.uples in this cell.
A summary abstract data type (summary-ADT) is
added to the system to encapsulate the functionalities of summarization techniques. Various t.ypes of
summaries haw been studied in t.he literat.ure, e.g.,
histograms [21], \\'awlets [10], samples [7], and aggregates [34]. In our work. the summarization technique
is considered to be a black box as long as it. provides
the following set of interface funct.ions:

(d)

Figure 4: St.ream int.ermediate representation
2. Partit.ion the st.ream granulmity into time-based
zones. Each zone corresponds to a contiguous
time zone of t.he st.ream.
In t.he first approach, buckets that are based on t.he
tuple values span t.he timeline of the stream. Consequent.ly, summaries may suffer inaccuracies due to t.he
change in t.he st.ream's behavior over time. In the second approach, a time zone contains all tuple values
in this portion of t.he stream. Summaries may suffer
inaccuracies due t.o mixing the summaries of a wide
range of values in the same zone.
Instead of using a one-dimensional space. we propose to hash t.he st.ream t.uples over two dimensions:
(a) the value dimension and (h) the lime dimension
(Figure 4c). The t.wo-dimensional represent.ation of
one granularit.y can -be summarized as follO\1is:
1. The value dimension is divided into buckets hased
on a suitable hash function over the tuple va.lues.
2. The time dimension is divided into time zones
based on the stream behavior. A change in t.he
stream's behavior implies a new time zone (Section 3.3).
3. A granularity cell is the intersection of a value
bucket with a time zone (Figure .:td).
4. For each granularity cell:
(a) Tuple values are materialized and are linked
in the order of their arrival time.
(b) Summaries are build to provide a rough hut
quick estimation of the tuples in that cell
(Section 3.2).
(c) A multi-resolution index is built to speed up
the access to summaries (Section 3.4).
(d) Sets of promising tuples are extracted hased
on query preferences (Section 4.1).

1. Summor·ize{:r:). to insert a t.uple x and to add t.he
effect of its \'alue to the summaries.
2. Esl'imate{:r:). to estimat.e various propert.ies of a
st.ream tuple .7: from t.he summaries. These est.imations are Ilsed in t.he cont.ext. of t.he query preference function to specify how promising t.uples
are extracted.

3. Confidence(). to report ho\\' much confident. we
are about the stream summaries. This function is
used as a measure of accuracy.
4. Add(r] .1'2), to merge the summaries of regions 1'1
and 1'2 into one summary structure (1']). This
function is used to build coarser summaries upon
merging the two regions.

5. Subtract.(I'].r2)' to subt.ract the summaries of region 1'2 from the summaries of region 1']. This
function is used to remove t.he effect. of the summaries of region 1'2 once it. expires, i.e., goes outside t.he time-\\'indow of interest.

For implementation purposes, we adopt t.he count.sketch technique as presented in [12]. Count.sketches
provide an estimation of hoth t.he absolute and the relative frequencies of the stream t.uples. Countsketches
are efficient with respect to the update and the search
operations. The Confidence function t.akes the variance of the items in the count.sketch as a measure of accuracy. Anot.her interesting feat.ure of count.sketches is
that. they are additive. TVio count.sket.ches can he comhined together in linear time simply by adding t.he t.wo
sketches. Similarly, the effect of one count.sketch can
he suhtracted from another count.sketch in linear time.
Other forms of summarizations, e.g., histograms, can
he addressed to define the same int.erface functions.
3.3

Self-adjusting Time Zones

As mentioned in Section 3.1. t.he stream is partitioned
over the infinite time dimension into time zones. Each
zone can l1<1ve a fixed predefined size. However, fixing
the size of each zone may result in zones containing
various behaviors of the stream which in t.urn degrades
t.he accuracy of the summaries.
To improve the accuracy of t.he summaries, we partition the t.imeline into zones based on t.he change

in the stream's behavior. 'Ire sense a change in the
stream's behavior through the Confidence function of
the summarization technique. Once a tuple arrives,
it is inserted into the summaries of the current zone.
TheIL the Confidence function is evaluated. If the confidence is belmv a certain threshold (8) or the length
of a time zone exceeded Ai AX LENGTH, a new time
zone is started and its summaries are initialized. For a
more efficient implementation of detecting changes in
the stream's beha\'ioL the reader is referred to [26].

(a)
3.4

Multi-resolution Index

Our intermediate stream representation makes use of
a multi-resolution index to provide an efficient access
to stream tuples. Coarser resolutions of summaries are
formed by the aggregation of the fine-resolution summaries. The top-level summarization maintains the
coarsest summaries that provide a rough estimation
of how much a tuple is promising. Then, we folio,,"
the hierarchy of the multi-resolution summaries till we
reach the exact regions where the tuple resides.
For each stream granularity, we maintain a
pyramid-like structure [31] to index this granularity
(Figure 4b). The lowest-level cells of the pyramid
contain the stream tuples plus their summaries. The
lowest-level cells (LLC) are on the form:
LLC (tuple-list! ...

l

Summary-injo).

As we go up in the pyramid, the summary information
are aggregated using the add function and pointers to
their original cells are maintained. Upper level cells
(ULC) of the pyramid are on the form:
UL C (Aggr·egate-Summar·y-injo. cell-pl.rs! ... j)

3.5

Multiple Granularities

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we have
m time granularities: G I . ... , G rn with G I being the
most recent granularity and G m being the oldest granularity (Figure 4a). Each granularity (except G I ) is
divided OWl' the time dimension into n time zones. G I
is divided into 71' time zones based on the stream's behavior al; explained in Section 3.3. G I spans the most
recent portion of the stream that is of length T I . T I
is a parameter that is specified by the cTeate-summary
statement (Figure 2a). This parameter defines the basic granularity of the stream on which other granularities will be based. Granularity G; spans a portion of
the stream that is of length T; such that:
T j = n x Ti -

1,

i= 2, .... m.

Notice that old granularities span larger portions
of the stream than recent granularities. As time proceeds. all the cells of G;_I are combined and their summaries are compressed into one cell of G j • Figure 5
illustrates the movement of data between two granularities of the stream. Let G j be granularity number i

Procedure COLLAPSE(CZj +1 , CZ;)
1. C Zj

= CZ + 1 mod
j

n

2. Add(CZ i + 1 .summary-info, CZj.summary-info)
3. Concatenate( CZi+l.tuple-lisL CZ i .tuple-list)
4. CZj.Summary-Info=NULL

5. C Z, .tuple-list=NULL
6. update the multi-resolution indices over G, and G i + 1

END.
(b)
Figure 5: Data movement between granularities
of length T j and let C Zi be the current zone in granularity G; that receives the incoming tuples. All C Z;'s
are initially set to 1 and are advanced in a round robin
fashion (C Zi = C Z; + 1 mod n, where n is the number
of time zones in a granularity). CZ i , Vi = 2..... m.
advances to the next time zone once the current time
zones elapses, i.e., every ~ units of time. CZ j advances to the next time zone once a change in the
stream's behavior is detected.
Figure 5b lists the steps required to mow C Z; to
the next time zone (C Zi + 1 mod n). In Step L we
advance C Zi (where i 2: 2) to the next time zone.
Notice that CZ I advances based on a change in the
stream behavior and returns to the first time zone in
the granularity if the granularity size becomes T I . This
is not mentioned in the figure for simplicity. In Steps
2 and 3, the summaries and data of C Z; are pushed
to the current time zone of granularity G HI (CZ H1 ).
YVe free CZi from its summaries and data in Steps
4 and 5. Finally, the multi-resolution index of G;+l
is updated to reflect the added summaries, \vhich are
subtracted from higher level resolutions of granularity
G; (Step 6).

4

Data Stream Operations

Promising tuples can be applied widely to various
stream operations. In this section, we explain how
stream operations can benefit from the promising tuple approach. We explore the join, selection. and aggregation operations as example operations.

SELECT S1.JtemNo, S1. TimeStamp. S2. TimeStamp
FRO]\l StoTe1 S1. St.oTe2 S2
Vd-fERE SJ.JtemNo= S2.Jt.emNo
'WITH PREFERENCE [desclasclweighted]
SUMMARYEst.imat.e. Count(S1.JtemNo).
SUMMARYEstimat.e. Count (S2. Jt.emNo)
FADE FACTOR a
\'"INDOW 1JJ

Figure 6: An example window join query
4.1

Window Join

Given two streams and a window specification, Figure 6 gives the SQL query that performs a window join
over the two streams. The two streams are generated
from the online transactions of two retail stores. Each
stream tuple consists of an item number and its associated tim.estamp. The preference function is h<lsed on
the summary-estimated counts of the item number in
both strenms. One out of three preference specifiers
(i.e .. desc. asc. 01 weighted) is used to tune the preference function (S('ction 4.1.1). The fade factor reduces
of the priority of the time granularities by a factor of
o as we move in the past. The w'indow clause specifies
the size of the sliding window of interest. If no w'indow
cl<luse is specified. the \vindO'v is assumed to span the
whole stream that is seen so far. The details of the
query preferences and the join algorithm are gi\'en in
the next sections.
4.1.1

Query Preferences

The preference clause in the query syntax bridges the
gap between the general-purpose stream summaries
and the query-specific promising tuples. Consider the
fo]]O\ving three preference specifiers and how they control the way the priorities are Iwndled in the SQL
query of Figure 6:
1. Desc. The promising tuples are extracted and
processed b'l.'ied on the descending order of the tuples' Count ('stimates to give frequent tuples more
priority. Focllsing on frequent tuples maximizes
the number of output tuples.
2. Weighted. The CPU time is divided among the
promisillg tuples bnsed on the ratio of their Count
estimates. This approach <1\'oids the c<lse where
the cve get,; monopolized by high frequency tuples and produces a near-optimnl random siunple.
3. Asc. The promising tuples are extracted and processed based 011 th(' ascending order of the tuples'
Count estim<l t ('s to give the least frequent tuples
more priorit\'. which leads to producing outliers
and deviant 1uples. Our notion of outliers considers a tuple t () be an outlier if it occurs with a low
frequenc~·. e.g .. a sensor triggering <l fire alarm
or the purclJ'ls(, of a rare item. Similnrly, other
notiolls of oU1li('rs can be extracted from various
preference fHllctions.

The query processor may consider time in determining the promise of a tuple. i.e.. by fnvoring output
tuples with more recent timestamps. The fade jactor 0 clause in the query syntax instructs the query
processor to decrease the priority of a promising tuple
hased on its time granularity. If a promising tuple is
extracted from grnnularity i, its priority is decreased
by a factor of Oi-1 .
4.1.2

Window Join Algorithm

Our window join algorithm is a variation of the symmetric hash join algorithm [33] that is tuned to benefit from the promising tuple approach. \Vhen a tuple
arrives at the system, (1) it is inserted into the summaries of its stream, and (2) it probes the summaries
of the other stream looking for join matches. This
process is symmetric with respect to each stream.
Figure 7 summarizes our join algorithm considering the join prohes of only one stream (i.e., tuples of
stream 5\ probes stream 52)' In Step 1, the tuple
is inserted into its stream summaries. In step 2, a
pointer is placed at the first granularity of the other
stream. If the granularity intersects with the join window (Step 3), we investigate all its time zones (Step
3.a). \Ve estimate the priorities of .'1:] in these zones
and we insert (x], the time zone, the priority) into a
priority queue. We weight the priority by how old the
granularity is (i.e., by a factor of ex i -]). Notice that
the multi-resolution index on top of each granularity
prunes many time zones where the tuple is less likely
to occur. This step is not shown in the figure for simplicity. \Ve advance the pointer to the next granularity
(Step 3.b). In step 4, the priority queue (PQ) is traversed and the actual join probes take place until a
time out occurs. The query processor times out the
joining process once another tuple arrives at the svstem. The query processor revisits the priority qu~'ue
again once it becomes idle. The query processor iterates over standing queries in a round rohin fashion.
The priority queue is traversed in ascending. descending, or weighted order based on the preference specifier
of the query (i.e., asc, desc, or \veighted). As a drawback of this traversaL the output tuples are generated
in no specific order of their timestamps.
4.2

Selection

Consider the simplest case of restricting the selection
problem to one selection predicate that is applied over
one stream. If this is all what we have in the system. then the optimal solution is to apply the selection
predicate over each individual tuple once it arrives at
the system. However, if we have hundreds of queries
such that each query has a different selection predicate,
each query will lose some of the input tuples due to the
limited CPU time that is allocated to each query_ The
major problem with the above approach is the random

Procedure JOIN-PROBE
Input. given two streams 5] and 5,. a time-window

tuple

1.

a

4.3

Aggregates

(C) Prioritize regions based on their promise.

The behavior of an aggregate is usually dominated
by a smaller subset of tuples, i.e., the promising
tuples in our notion. The challenge is to specify
which set of tuples dominate the behavior of the
aggregate. For example, the hehavior of the average and the median aggregates seems to be preserved under a faithful representative subset of tuples. The preference of an average or a median query
may look like: (WITH PREFERENCE weighted SUMMARY.Estimak. Count(Sl.ItemNo)).
The summation aggregate introduces a new
notion for promising tuples.
It assumes that
the behavior of the sum is dominated by the
tuples that have a high value x frequency
product.
The preference of a summation query
may look like:
(WITH PREFERENCE desc
SUMMARY Estimate. Count(Sl.ItemNo)xS1.ItemNo).
Similarly, other aggregates can define their own notions of promising tuples.
In response to the
aggregate queries, the query processor will extract
sets of promising tuples. Thel1. the regions that are
associated with t.hese sets of promising tuples are
visited and aggregated.

(d) Process the selection predicate over the identified promising regions.
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S1.Summarize(~·I)

2. i=l
3. while(52 .G;

n

(T - W + 1. T) f. 6)
(a) for j=l to n
i. Prio=oJ-] x 5 l .G; [j].Estimate(:rl)
ii. PQ.Insert(~']. 8 2 .GdnJ, Prio)
(b) i=i+l
4. while (NOT TimeOut()) PQ.Probe()
END.

Figure 7: \Vindo\v Join Algorithm.
Procedure SELECTION
1. t S 1(17'1 = - oc·

2. while (TRUE)
(a) terHJ=now
(b) Process the selection predicate on top of S\lmIllaries over the region (

(e)

is/fIr!.

1 n d).
f-

tst,art.=tend

END.
Figure 8: The selection operation
dropping of tuples. There is no control over which tuples a query will lose. Queries may be losing the most
interesting tuples that satisfy their predicates.
The proposed summary-guided selection allocates
some portion of its budget time to summarize the incoming stream tuples. Then, each query is guided by
the summaries to its promising regions that are rich
in terms of tuples that satisfy its search predicate.
Following the same framework of the promising tuple
approach, the system iterates over standing selection
queries as described in Figure 8. To avoid reporting
duplicate tuples in the answer, the system remembers
the last tuple that is processed by each query. The
next time a query is dispatched to the query processor, the query processor resumes the selection process
from where it stopped last time. T,'U11't and tend mark
the selection boundaries of the current iteration.
Notice that the selection operation need not have
a window clause. In this case, the selection operation
is a filter over the stream tuples. Ho\w\'er, if a window clanse with a window of sizeit' is specified, the
selected tuples are buffered for It' time units. A tuple
is reported to be expired and is invalidated from the
query answer if its timestamp ts gets older than T -11'.
where T is the current timestamp.

Experiments

In this section, we provide an experimental evidence
that the promising tuple approach enhances the performance of stream query processing engines. Four
sets of experiments are conducted. In Section 5.1, we
compare the performance of various forms of intermediate stream summaries. Then, we devote a section
for each stream operation. The performance of the
join. selection and aggregate operations is addressed
in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively.
Unless mentioned otherwise, data streams are generated using logs of online retail transactions on the
form (StoreID, TransactionID, TimeStamp, ItemID,
Price). Retail transactions are extracted from threemonth logs of Wall\lart retail stores. We playback the
data stream logs such that the interarrlval time between two consecutive tuples follows the exponential
distribution with an average of 0.1 second. Stream operations are interested in a one-minute sliding window
Over the most recent portion of the stream. All the experiments in this section are based on a real implementation of the promising tuple approach inside the Nile
stream query processing engine [24]. The Nile engine
executes on a machine with Intel Pentium IV, CPU
2.4GHZ with 512MB RAM running Windows XP.
5.1

Performance of intermediate stream summaries

In this section, we compare the performance of four
intermediate stream summaries: (1) Tl, the naive
approach where no summaries are maintained. (2)
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Figure 9: Cost parameters for various structures
T2, where a one-dimensional summary structure is
(3) T3, where a
built over the time dimension.
two-dimensional summary structure is built over the
both the time and the value dimensions. (4) T4,
where a two-dimensional summary structure with selfCldjusting time zones (as proposed in Section 3.3) is
utilized.
Our major meClsure of performance is the number of
generated output tuples per input tuple as mentioned
in Section 2. EquCltion 1 gives the number of output
tuples per input tuple in terms of the tuple insertion
time (tins) and the tuple hit time (til i !)' In Figure 9,
we perform a join operation between two streams of
retail transactions and we monitor both the tins (Figure 9a) and the tlii/. (Figure 9b) parameters along with
the number of output tuples per an input tuples (Figure 9c). Notice that as techniques get more sophisticated, the insertion cost increases. However, the output tuple hit time improves and dominates the overall
performance by increClsing the total number of output
tuples.
In some cases, it is cheaper and more efficient to
operate on the raw stream and to avoid the summarization overhead. For very high rate streams, the system may end up losing all its processing cycles in data
summarization. In Figure lOa, we conduct an experiment to measure the performance of the join operation between two streams with small average interarrival times « flOmsec). Less sophisticated techniques
with small insertion cost become more efficient than
the techniques with high insertion cost. Similarly, if
we are interested in small window sizes, it may be
cheaper to traverse the window tuple by tuple. Figure
lOb evaluates the performance of the join operation
under a time window that varies from 10 seconds till
2 minutes with 20 second increments. Notice that the
performance gains are obtained from summary-based
structures as the window gets larger.
5.2

Performance of Window Join

In this section, we study the performance of the join
operation under various notions of promising tuples.
The average join selectivity between the two data
streams (that are drawn from real data sets) is found
to he 6.7%. vVe compClre the performance of the
promising tuple approach to the symmetric hash join
(SIMPLE-SHJ) that is presented in [33]. Consider the
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Figure 10: Effect of small interClrrival time and smClll
window size
following notions of promising tuples:
1. Maximizing the number of output tuples
Figure 11 evaluates the number of output tuples that
are generated by both the simple symmetric hash
join (SIMPLE-SHJ) and the promising-tupJejoin (PTJoin) over a one-minute sliding ,,·indow. Our measure
of performance is the percentage of the exact output
that is obtained at run time. The figure shows that the
promising tuple approach utilize~ its processing time
effectively and focuses on the tuples that maximize the
number of output tuples.
Figure 12 evaluates the performance of the join operation under a whole-stream window. In addition to
the number of output tuples (Fignre 12a). we monitor
the freshness of the data as an01 her measure of goodness. (Figure 12b) assesses the ;l\'erage difference in
timestamps between the two join components as our
measure of freshness (Its1 - ts2l). This measure indicates how far a tuple goes in 1he pa.~t to look for a
join match. From the figure, notice that the promising
tuple approach favors recent and fresh tuples over old
ones. This behavior is achieved hy reducing the priority of old granularities by a fClctor of 0 (0 is set to he
80% in this experiment). SIMPLE-SHJ has no wa~' to
know in advance whether an inc-uming tuple will join
with a recent tuple or with an old one.
2. Providing a faithful representation of the
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Figure 11: Sliding window join
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In Figure 13. ,\"e tune the prOlTIlsmg tuples to provide a faithful representative set of the output. \Ye
take the Hisl.-AfSE or the mean square error between
the histograms of both the exact and the obtained answers as our measure of faithfulness. Let HI be the
histogram of the exact answer and let H 2 be the histogr<lm of the obtained answer. Each histogram is an
equi-width histogram of k intervals (k is set to 100).
HI is divided into H ll , H I2 ,"', H u - and H 2 is divided
into H 21 . H 22 . . ", H 2k . Let N I he the size of the exact
answer <lnd let N 2 be the size of the ohtained answer
(Nl 2 _1\'2). The Hisl.-MSE is defined as follows:
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Figure 12: Whole-stream window join
k
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N] N 2

(2)

Figure 13a shows thM PT-Join still provides more
output than SiMPLE SHJ while Figure 13h illustr<ltes
the superiority of PT-Join with respect to the Hist.MSE me<lsure of performance.
3. Detecting low-frequency tuples and outliers
In Figure 13, we tune the promising tuples to detect
low-frequency tuples. This notion of promising tuples
has two desired features: (1) Less number of tuples
are produced (Figure 14a). (2) ]\Iost of the produced
tuples are true outliers (Figure 14b). In other words,
the algorithm detects outliers and only outliers without heing distracted by other tuples. In this experiment. a tuple is an outlier if its frequency is in the
least 5% percentile of tuple frequencies.

promising tuple approach which makes use of summaries. The promising tuple approach aims at maximizing the number of output tuples. The percentage
of retrieved tuples relative to the size of the exact result is calculated for each query and the average over
all queries is taken as our measure of performance.
The figure shows that the promising tuple approach
produces up to 33% output tuples over the SIMPLE
selection (at 100 msec average interarrival).
In Figure 15b, the number of concurrent queries
is varied from 20 to 200 to explore the performance
of the selection operation under various query loads.
The SIMPLE-Selection is efficient at low system loads.
However, the promising tuple approach outperforms
the SIMPLE-Selection with the increase in the query
load (more than 80 concurrent queries).
5.4

5.3

Performance of the Selection Operation

In this section, we show the applicability ofthe promising tuple approach to the selection operation. Figure 15a shows hundred queries, each performs a different selection predicate over the same stream. The
selectivity of each predicate r<lnges uniformly from 5%
to 10%. The experiment is conducted using hoth
the naive selection approach (SiMPLE-Selection) th<lt
feeds the stream to each query separately, and the

Performance of Aggregates

The performance of aggregates is tested on top of
the hundred selection queries that are experimented
in Section 5.3. Aggregates are computed using both
the traditional approach that executes each query separately over each stream and the promising-tuple approach. The mean square error (MSE) between the
computed aggregate and the exact aggregate is used
as our measure of performance.
For the sake of illustration, we show the perfor-
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Figure 13: Output faithful representation

Figure 14: Outlier detection

mance of two example aggregates under various stream
rates. The performance of the average and the sum operations is illustrated in Figure 16 a, b, respectively.
The figure shows that the promising tuple approach
exhibits a lower mean square error (l\lSE) between its
answer and the exact answer for both the average and
the sum operations. Notice that <I~ we increRse the
average interarrival time between consecutive tuples,
the lVISE decreases because the system gets less loaded
and more input tuples are processed by the system.
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Related Work

In this section, we overview related work in the context
of data stream processing through three major lines.
First, we list major data stream systems that have
been developed by various research groups. Second,
we survey summarization techniques that are deployed
widely to enhance query perform<lnce. Third, we give
examples of stream operations that are explored in literature.
Prototype data stream systems have recently gained
a lot of research interest. Stanford STREAI\I [8, 28]
addresses the problem of resource management in the
context of data stream processing. Quality of service (QoS) has been investigated in the AURORA
project [1]. The Niagra project [14] adopts the notion
of continuous queries and how group optimizations can

be performed over these queries. Telegraph [11] has
an adaptive query engine where the execution order
of query operators can change during execution. A
framework for quer~- execution plans over data streams
is suggested by the Fjord project [27]. COUGAR [9]
introduces a new data type for sensors. Gigascope [15]
is another d<lta stream system developed at AT&T to
process streams of network traffic.
With the limited CPU time and bounded memory
constraints [5], approximate answers that are obtained
via summaries are accepted in place of the exact ones.
Sampling [7], histograms [21], and wavelets [la, 32] can
represent a stream using lower memory requirements.
Stremns are also summarized using sketches [4]. Some
of the sketching techniques have the capability to
maintain a streRm's most frequent items [12]. Sketchbased processing and sketch sharing among multiple
queries are presented in [19]. The concept of multiple granularities over data streams is proposed in [35].
The work in [29] suggests a gradual degradation of
the summary resolution <I~ data tuples move from one
granularity to the next. This gradual degradation is
referred to by the term amnesic stream approximation.
Statistical models are utilized in [18] to query sensors
interactively. Based on outst<llldillg queries, statistical
models provide <Ill estimate for a sensor reading and
tell how much this estimate is accurate. Consequently,
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Figure 15: Performance of the selection operation

Figure 16: Performance of aggregates

one may decide to query the sensor for a fresh reading.
From the query side, various stream operators have
been studied in the literature. For example, the window join operation is addressed in [16: 20: 22: 23: 25:
30]. J\Iaintaining statistics over sliding windows is investigated in [17]. Incremental maintenance of temporal aggregates over windo\vs is presented in [34). There
has been some ongoing resea.rch on random sampling
for some special operations, e.g., the join operation
[3,13] and the group-by operation [2]. The work in [6]
presents some optimizations for conjunctive queries
over sliding windows.

summaries are organized in a multi-resolut ion index
that slides in steps over the stream. We proved the
applicability of the promising tuple approach in the
context of various stream operation:>. i.e.: join. selection: and aggregate operations. Experiment al results
show that the notion of promising tuples increases the
effectiveness and resource utilization of a stream query
processing engine. Experiments are based on a real
implementation of the proposed summarie~ as part of
the summary manager inside the Nile strpam query
processing engine
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